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Abstract 
We represent a consistency proof of a partition relation studied by S. Todorcevic. We make use of a 
so-called side condition method. We also report that a type of morass negates this partition relation. 
Introduction 
2 
By [Tl, it is consistent that the partition relation w1 ---+ (w1, (w1; finw1)) holds. This means that for 
any function f : [w1]2 ---+ {O, 1}, either there exists a cofinal 0-homogeneous subset of w1 or there exists 
(A, B) such that 
• A is a cofinal subset of w1, 
• B consists of finite subsets of w1 such that min[B] = {min(b) I b EB} is cofinal in w1, 
• If (a,b) is such that a EA, b EB, and a< min(b), then there exists f3 Eb such that /({a,f3}) = 1. 
恥[AM],a new type of iterated forcing with side condition is found. In this paper, we force the partition 
relation along the line of this new method of iterated forcing. By [M], a type of (w, 1)-morass is forced. We 
report that this type of morass negates the partition relation. 
The length of the iterated forcing in this paper is restricted to w2. In particular, it is the case that 
2w = w2. Is it possible to construct any longer iteration in this context ? 
§1. 0-Amalgable Coloring 
We find the following mathematical idea in [T], though it had no name. 
Definition. Let f : [叫2-----+ 2. We say f is0-amalgable, if for any (A, B) such that 
• A is a cofinal subset of w1・
• BC [w1]<w such that min[B] = {min(b) I b EB} is cofinal in w1・
there exists r5 = 8AB < w1 such that for any b E B ¥ 8,there exists a E An r5 such that for al f3 E b,
f({a,f3}) = 0.
Let f : [w1]2 -----+ 2 be 0-amalgable. Let B c; [w1]<w be such that min[B] is cofinal in w1. Let r;, be a 
regular cardi叫 withr;, ミ(2↑ In particular, the power set P(w) EHか）+ c;;;H氏・
Lemma. Let N1 E N2 E• • • E Nk be a finite E-chain of countable elementary substructures of (H,c, E). 
Let B E N1 and b = {約くあく・・・＜煤}E B be such that 
N1 n w1 <: /31く N2nw1 <: 必<• • • < Nk n w1 <: f3k・
Then there exists a tree TE N1 such that T consists of sequences of countable ordinals that are <-increasing, 
of length at most k, for each t E T with its length less than k, {3 < w1 I t~ 〈9〉ET} is cofinal in w1, and for 
each t ET such that its length equals k, rang(t) E B. 
Proof. By induction on k < w. 
ロ
Lemma. Let N1 E N2 E・ ・ ・E Nk, B, b, and TE N1 be as above. Let us further assume that f E N1・
Then there exists〈(1,(2,・・・,(砂 ETk n N1 such that /[{(1,(2, ・・・，仕｝：｛厖厖・・・，屈}]= {O} and so 
｛く1,(2, ・ ・ ・ ふ}E BnN1, where X: Y = {{x,y} Ix E X,y E Y} for sets of ordinals X < Y. 
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Proof. We opt to be less formal so that we see better what is actually going on. Let A1 = { (1 I〈くり ETサ
Then A1 E N1 is a cofinal subset of w1. Since f is0-amalgable, there exists〈くり E T1 n N1 such that 
!({(1,fJi}) = 0, !({く1,h})= o, ・ ・ , !({く1,fJk})= 0. 
Let A2 = {(2 〈く心〉 E T2}. Then A2 E N1 is a cofinal subset of w1. Since f is0-arnalgable, there 
exists (2 such that〈(1心〉 ET2 n N1 and 
f ({(2, 約})= o, !({(2, ぁ})= o, . , f ({(:ゎ煤})= 0. 
By repeating this argument k-tirnes, we finally get〈(1,(2,・・・,(砂ETk n N1 such that for al l = 
1, 2, • • •, k, we have 
!({(1,/31}) = 0, !({(1, あ})=0, ・・・, !({(1, ふ})= 0. 
Since { (1, (2, ・ ・ ,(k} EB n N1, we are done. 
ロ
We formulate a second-order treatment of proper posets. Predense subsets are used to formulate generic 
conditions. 
Definition. (Second-order) Let , be an uncountable regular cardinal and P be a poset such that 
PこHK,and P has the Ii-c. Let N be a countable elementary substructure of a relational structure 
(HK, E, P, :c;P, lp, HK, n v互{(p,戸） Pl卜p"T=1r"}).
We say q E Pis (P, N)-generic, if for any predense subset D of P with DEN, D n N is predense below q. 
Lemma. (Second-order) Let q E P and N--< (HK, E, P, ・・・)be as above. The following are equivalent. 
• q is(P, N)-generic. 
• q I日p"N[G]n的 =N".
• q I臼p"N[G]n,, = Nn ,,
Here, N[G] = {Ta IT E Nn汀｝．
If PE HK,, then (P, :c;P, lp) E N--< (HK,, E) if N--< (HK,, E, P, ・ ・ ). In this case, q E Pis (P, N)-generic 
if for any dense subset DEN of P, D n N is predense below q. 
Definition. (Second-order) Let , be an uncountable regular cardinal and P be a poset such that 
P<:;; 凡 andP has the Ii-c. Then we say Pis proper, if for any p E P, {NE [HK, ドIthere exists q :c;p 
such that q is(P, N)-generic} contains a club in [Hず．
We design a poset with a side condition that forces a generic cofinal 0-homogeneous subset of w1. To be 
proper, the side condition has to be structured. While giving up a preservation of w2, we may simply assume 
that they form an E-chain. This formulation suffices for applying the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA) or the 
Bounded Proper Forcing Axiom (BPFA). Here, we present a version of poset that satisfies a reasonable chain 
condition. To iteratively force later, we implicitly formulate similar, but not exactly the same, posets that 
are more dependent on objects in the intermediate stages. 
Definition. (Two sorted version) Let f be 0--amalgable. Let p = (MP,.,¥「P,AP) E P(f), if 
• (cover) MP isa finite set of countable elementary substructures of a relational structure (HK,, E). 
• (structured)いこMPis a finite !-symmetric system of countable elementary substructures of (Hれ'E).
By this we mean 
• (el) If NE NP, then f EN--< (HK,, E). 
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• (ho) If N1,N2 E NP with N1 =w, 凡， thenth ere exists a necessar1 y umque) rnomorp1sm </J凡 N2
from (N1, E) to (N2, E) such that紐 N2is the identity on the intersection N1 n N2, where X =w, Y 
abbreviates X n w1 = Y n匹
• (up) If N3,N2疇 Pwith凡 <w,N2, then there exists N1 E NP such that N3 E N1 and N1 =w, 芯，
where Xくw,Y abbreviates X n叫<Ynw1・
• (down) If N1,N2,N3 E炉 suchthat N1 =叫的 andN3 E Ni, then伽叫芯） ENP. 
• AP is a finite 0--homogeneous subset of w1 w.r.t. f. 
• (separation) If NE NP皿 dAP ¥N = {ふく＆く・・・ <~k} with k 2".2, then there exists an E-chain 
{M1 E M2 E・・ ・E Mk} c:; 屈 suchthat 
• M1 =N. 
• M1 n w1 :; 6 < M2工 1:,;6 <・・・<Mk叫 1:,;~k-
We simply say that皿 E-chainthat starts with N and followed by elements of MP separates AP¥ N. 
• For p, q E P, let q::; pin P, if Mq;;? MP, Nq;;? NP皿 dAq;;:, AP. 
Notation. Let P be a poset such that PこH氏皿dP has the Ii-c. For the sake of concise presentation, 
P's order relation :;, a greatest element 1, P-names, and relevant forcing relations are omitted in relational 
structures. Hence we underst皿 dthat a structure (H,., E, P) abbreviates a structure 
(H", E,P, :'., 1,H氏 nv互{(p,T,1r)I Plf-P "T = 1r"} n H",・..). 
Lemma. (1) P(f) c H氏 hasthe (2w)+ -c. 
(2) P(f) is proper. 
(3) There exists p E P(f) such that p I卜P(f)'、A=LJ{AP Ip E G} is a cofinal 0-homogeneous subset of叫".
Proof. For (1): Let {Pi I i < (2千}be an indexed family of conditions of P(f). Let Ni be a countable 
elementary substructure of (H", E) such that f,Pi EN,. By thinning, we may assume that {Ni i < (2テ｝
forms a△ -system and that for any i < j < (2w)+, AP'=AP;, (Ni, E, f,p;) and (Nj, E,/,pj) are isomorphic 
such that the isomorphism is the identity on the intersection N; n Nj. Let 
q= (MP• UM圧炉 u炉，APiu尼）．
Then q E P(f) and q <:'.Pi,Pj in P(f). 
For (2): Let p E P(f) and p EN-< (Hに,E,f,P(f)).Let 
pN=(M八 {N},NPu {N}, 炉）．
We show that this pN is(P(f), N)-generic. To this end, let D E N be a predense subset of P(f). Let 
q <:'.pN, d ED, q <:'.din P. It suffices to find h+ E P(f) and d'ED n N such that h+ <:'. q,d'. Let 
巧＝が¥N.
Case 1. 匹=0: Then Aq EN. We have 
(H,_, E,f, P(f))戸"There exists (q', d') s.t. q'in P(f), d'ED, q'<:: d', Nq n N c:Nq , 皿 dAq'= A釘'
Hence there exists (q', d') E N as such. Let 
h+ = (Mq uMq'uM+ぷquNq'uN+, Aq u Aq'), 
where 
M+= {蛉N,(M)I MEMq',N'豆 !q,N'=w,N}, 
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炉＝｛蛉N,(W)I WE Nq',N'E Nq,NI =w, N}. 
Then h+ E P(J), Mh+ = Mq uM+, Nh+ =Nq uN+, Ah十＝が=Aq', and h+ s q,q'. 
Case 2. 匹 -=J0: Let us define B such thatび EB,if 
• u E [叫バ．
• There exists (q',d') such that q'E P(f), d'ED, and 
•NqnNc:::N叫
• Aq n N gets end-extended by A叫
● び=Aq'¥ (Aq n N). 
Then u q E B E N and min(u q) 2': N n w1. By lemma, there exists u'E B n N such that f[ダ：匹l= {o}. 
SinceがEB n N, there exists (q', d') E N such that 
• q'E P(J), d'ED. 
• NqnNc:::N叫
• Aq n N gets end-extended by Aq . 
• が=Aq'¥ (Aq n N). 
Let 
h+ = (MquMq'uM+ぷいい u炉，A□Aq'), 
where 
M+ = {¢NN1(M) IM E Mq',N'ENq,NI =山1N}, 
炉={¢NN'(W) I W ENq',N'ENq,NI =w, N}. 
Then h+ E P(J) and h+ Sq, q1. Hence D n N is predense below pN in P(J). 
. For (3): We make use of the properness of P(J). Take a countable elementary substructure N such that 
AEN-< (H,,,,E,f,P(f)). Let 
p= ({N},{N},{Nnw1}) S ({N},{N},0) S (0,0,0). 
Then p E P(J) and pis (P(J), N)-generic. Hence p I卜P(f)"Nn叫 EA E N[G] =w, N". Hence p f-P(f)'、A
is cofinal below叫".
ロ
We see, say under BPFA, that every 0-arnalgable function has a cofinal 0-hornogenous subset of w1・
This expressed as follows. 
Corollary. Let us assume BPFA, then w1 --+ (叫， (w1; fin凸）） holds. 
Proof. Let f : [w予ー 2. If f is 0-arnalgable, then apply BPFA to P(f) r p. We get a cofinal 
0-hornogeneous subset A of凸 w.r.t.f. 
If f isnot 0-arnalgable, then there exists (A, B) such that A is a cofinal subset of w1, Bこ[w1]<wsuch 
that rnin[B] is cofinal in w1, and that for any 8 < w1, there exists u0 E B such that rnin(u0) 2: 8 and for al 
a E An 8,there exists fJ E u0 with f ({ a, fJ}) = 1 . 
LetC={'Y<叫 I'Yis a limit ordinal, and ¥/ 8 <'Y, u O <'Y}. Then C is a closed co final subset of匹
Let A'be a cofinal subset of A such that for any distinct two elements a1 < a2 of A', there exists'Y E C 
such that a1 <'Y < a2 and so u01 < a2'.':'. u02. Let B'= { {a} U u。Ia E A'}. Then B'C [w1臼 isan 
uncountable disjoint finite subsets of凸 suchthat for any (a, び） such that a E A', びEB',and a < min(び），




Let 1, =四 inthis section. We start with the ground model V where CH and 2w1 =四 hold.Let 
<[>: 四一 Hw2be a bookkeeping function. We force w1 ---+ (叩， (w1;fin叩） 2 over V. We use Aspero-
Mota type iteration such that for al aく四 andfor al p E Pa+l, we demand that 
NP(c,) ={NE NP I NSPc,} 
is匹a-symmetric.This in turn limits lengths of iteration at the longest to w2. 
． 
Defimt10n. Let a :c;w2. Let (PT/ I'I/ < a〉bea sequence of posets such that for each'I/ < a, PT/~H, 屯
and has the w2-cc. Let us form a relational structure 
九"=(~ 吟， E巫〈〈p'1 ry<a〉)，
where we code 
〈凡 I'//<a〉〉={('1/,P) I'I/< a,p E P,,,}~H互
This structure includes the P,,'s order relations, the greatest elements, the names VP" n H, 吟， relevant
forcing relations, say, { (p, T, 1r) p Iトp T=1T } n H,吟， butomitted t o mention for the sake of conciseness. 
Definition. We recursively construct a sequence of posets〈PaI a<:'. W2〉.Let a <:'.w2 and suppose we 
have constructed〈P,,,'l)<a〉suchthat for each'I/ < a 
• P,, ~Hw, such that (ob), (symmetric),(*), and (g) for'I/ are satisfied. 
• P,, has the 吟—cc.
• P,, is proper in the following manner. 
(Lemma (main) for'I/) If q E P,,such that炉 (N)= N n'I/ and N gives a rise to a countable elementary 
substructure of P:s;,, that is written as 
N--<応=(Hw2,E,<I>,Pr,, 〈Pくく <ri〉)，
then q is(PT/, N)-generic. 
(Lemma (N-extension) for'T/) Let p E PT/, p EN---< P<'l, and 
q=(N'Pu{N},SPu{(N,() I (ENn'T/},AP), 
then q E PT/, q::; pin PT/, and Sq(N) = Nn'f/. Hence, if furthermore N---< P:o'l, then q is(PT/, N)-generic. 
Now we form Pa-Let p = (NP, SP, AP)= (N, S, A) E Pa, if the following (ob), (symmetric), (*), and 
(g) are satisfied. 
(ob) 
• N is a finite set of countable elementary substructures of a relational structure 
(Hw2,E,il?) 
such that the following (el), (ho), (up), and (down) are satisfied. We may refer N as a finite屯symmetric
system. 
• (el) If NE N, then (N, En (N x N), <I> n N) (this simply denoted as either (N, 這） orN)isa 
countable elementary substructure of (Hw2, E, <I>). Denoted as 
N--< (Hw2,E,<I>). 
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• (ho) If N1,N2 EN with N1 n w1 = N2 n凸 (thisdenoted as N1 =w, 兄）， thenthere exists a 
necessarily unique isomorphism 
cf>N心： (Ni, E, <!>) -----t (N2, E, <!>) 
such that紐 N2is the identity on the intersection N1 n N2. 
• (up) If N3,N2 EN with N3 n叫<N2 n凸 (thisdenoted as凡 <w,芯）， thenthere exists 
N1 EN such that N3 E N1 and N1 =w, N2. 
• (down) If N3, N2, N1 EN such that N3 E N1 and N1 =w, N2, then銚 N2(N3)EN. 
N1 ~ N2 
芯～紐N2(N3)
• S is a relation from N to a (i.e., SこN x a) such that for al NE N, S(N) = {TJ < a I NSri} is 
an initial segment of an N. 
• A is finite relation from a to w1. For~< a, write A(~) = {く I~A(} (intended as a finite 0-
homogeneous set w.r.t. a bookkept P1;-name <T>(~) s.t. p 「~I卜P, "<T>(~) : [w1]2 ---t 2 is0-amalgable" .)
(symmetric) For al T/ < a, we demand N(ri) ={NE N I NSri} is P::;1J-symmetric. By this we mean 
the following (el), (ho), (up), and (down). 
(el) If NE N(ri) (this denoted as NSri), then 
N-< Ps1J = (Hw2, E, <T>, P1J, 〈P1; ~< T/〉)．
(ho) If N1Sri, N2Sri s.t. N1 n w1 = N2 n w1 (this denoted as N1Sri =w, N2Sri), then 
(Ni, E, <T>, P1J, 〈P1;I~< T/〉)~ (N2, E,<I》,P1J, <<P1;l~<ri>>)
by the isomorphism紐 Nが
(up) If N3STJ, N母 s.t.N3n叫<N2n凸 (thisdenoted as N面 <w,凡STJ),there exists N1 E N(TJ) 
such that N3 E N1 and N函 =w,ふSr,.
(down) If N心TJ=w,凡ST/,N益T/and N3 E N1, then紐 N2(N3)STJ.
N函～凡STJ
芯Sr, ~紐N2(N3)STJ
(*) If (E dom(A) and p「(EPs, then cl?() is a Ps-name such that Pl(卜p<"cl?() : [w1]2→ 2 is
0-amalgable and A(() is 0-homo w.r.t. cl?()", where for any triple p = (N, S, A) and any ordinal(, we 
define 
P 「~= (N 「~,s 「~,A 「~),
Nr~= N (unchanged), 
sr~= {(N,ry) I'Tlくも(N,ry)ES}, 
舷={(ry,() I'Tlくも(ry,()EA}. 
(g) If~E dom(A), N EN(~) and IA(~)\ N ?: 2, then an E-chain that starts with N and followed by 
elements of M(~) ={MEN I MS [Mn~], M 召滋}separetes A(O¥N, where MS[Mn~] abbreviate 
Mn~ こ{'T/I MSry}. Notice that M(O 2 N(~). 
For p,q E Pa, q <;pin Pa, ifNq 2NP, sq 2 SP, and Aq 2 AP. 
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The following two lemmas confirm that we indeed have an iterated forcing of length a <:'.w2. 
Lemma. (Projection) Let p <a<:'. w2. Then p E P,。f--tp「pE Pp is a well-defined function. 
(order-preserving) If q :Spin Pa, then q「p<:'.p「pinPp. 
(reduction) If p E Pa and h <:'.p「pinPp, then hp= (Nh,sh u SP,Ah u AP) E Pa, hp<:'. pin Pa and 
hp「p=h. 
Proof. To show that p「pEPP and hp E Pa, we check the list of items (ob), (symmetric), (*), and (g) 
corresponding to Pp and Pa, respectively. The checking is routine. 
Lemma. (Complete suborder) Let p < a S w2.Then Pp is a complete suborder of P0. 
(suborder) Pp C Pa and for p, q E Pp, q <:'.pin Pp if q <:'.pin P, 心
(incompatibility) If p, q E Pp, then p, q are incompatible in Pp if p, q are incompatible in P0. 
(self-comparison) If p E Pa, then p <:'.Pl pin Pa. 
(reduction) If p E Pa皿 dh SP「pinPp, then h皿 dpare compatible in Pa. 
(Generic Objects) Let Ga be P0-generic over V. Let Ga「p={p「pIp E Ga}-Then 
Ga nPp = Ga「P
is Pp-generic over V. 
ロ
Proof. To show that any p E凡 isin Pa, we check the list of items (ob), (symmetric),(*), and (g) 
corresponding to Pa. The point is that any initial segment of X n p is so in X n a.The checking ought to 
be trivial. 
We now establish the w2-cc that assures a second-order treatment of the poset Pa. 
Lemma. Pa C Hw2 has the山2-cc.
ロ
Proof. Let (pi I iく叫 bea sequence of conditions of Pa. For each i <吟， picka countable elementary 
substructure 
Ni-<図=(Hwぃ這，〈〈PryI ry<a〉)
such that Pi E Ni, where we code 
〈PryI ry<a〉〉={(ry,p) I'f/ < a,p E Pry}-
This structure includes the order relations, the greatest elements, the names, and relevant forcing relations, 
but omitted to mention by our convention. 
By CH, we may assume that { Ni I iく吟}forms a△ -system. We may also assume that Ni and N1 are 
isomorphic such that the isomorphism is the identity on the intersection N; n N1. Let 
炉=(NP・uN圧聾 usP,,A広 uAP1). 
Then h+ E P.。andh+:::; Pi,Pj in Pa. 
To further study Pa, we similarly form a relational structure with a distinguished predicate for Pa 
匹a=(Hw2,E,<l?,Pa, 〈P'lI ry<a〉)．
ロ
Here is a typical use of this structure. It turns out that it has a natural "expansion" in any generic 
extension. Notice that似 isavailable as a predicate. 
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Lemma. Let us write w2 = 1> for short. If N--< P.::a and Ga is Pa-generic over V, then in V[Ga] 
N[G。l-<(H罰[Gal,E,H~,<l>,G。,P,, 〈P'7I ry<a〉)）．
Proof. (Out-line) For any formula¢(v1, ・ ・ ,vk), find a formula¢*(v,v1, ・ ・ ,vk) such that for anyp E P0 
and any T1・ ・ ・，在 EV叫
PI-pa "(H~[Ga],E,H~,<I>,Ga,Pa, 〈P17I TJ<O: 〉)F "¢,(Tぃ・・・，在）”’’
if 
包"=(H,., E, <I>, Pa, 〈P17ITJ<O:〉〉）巨“が(p汀1,・ ・ ,Tk)". 
A crux of the matter is the maximal principle of Pa-names in H,. and an observation 
1卜p。"(H,;:'[Ga],E, ...)巨“ヨx'iy(の(Y,T1,・ ・ ,Tk)⇒ c/>(x, 冗，・.., Tk))"". 
Hence no N-generic conditions are necessary. It is the same as in proper forcing. 
Similarly, we have 
Lemma. Let us write w2 =,,; for short. Let N--< P.::a and p E N n a. Then 
N--< (H~, 這，Pμ,Pa,〈Pr,I ry<a〉)．
Let Gp is Pp―generic over V. Then in V[Gp] 
N[Gp]--< (H:[Gpl,E,H:,<I>,Gp,Pp,Pa, 〈Pr,I ry<a〉)．
Lemma. (N-extension) Let p E Pa and p EN-< P<a• Let 
pN= (い u{N},SPu{(N,ry)lrJENna},Aり
Then pN E Pa such that pN勺pand SPN(N) = N n a. 
［コ
口
Proof. Just check the list of items. Note that if 7/ < a and 7/ EN-< P <a, then仰(ry)EN-<応 holds.
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Here is a crutial technical lemma to form an amalgamation of q and q'with a common head h in al 
cases (successor stages, al limit stages) in the proof of lemma (main). This is where the following functions, 
provided~= 四：
If N =w, N'and a EN n N'n w2, then N n a= N'n a. 
The proof is basically a diagram-chase. However, it involves many cases to argue. There are, say, 3 x 3 
cases for (up) and 3 x 3 x 3 casesfor (down). Some of them have 3 subcases to argue. In the chase, we take 
compositions of isomorphisms. And it is important to remember the isomorphisms are unique no matter 
how we compose them. 
Lemma. (Technical) Let q E Pa, Sq(N) = N n a, and p EN n a. Let q'E Pan N. Let h :Sqr p, q'「P
in Pp. Let us denote the strong-sup of N n c,by°'N• Namely, 叩 isthe least ordinal 7/ such that N n c,<; 71. 
And so p <°'N :; a. Define 
s = sh u sq u sq'u s+, 
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wheres+= {(¢NN'(W),TJ) Ip<:'. T/く邸，N'ENq(TJ),N'=山,N, WE Nq'(r,)}. 




• S(X) = {(I XS(} is an initial segment of X n°'for each XEい
• srp=Sh. 
• For each'I}< a, {X E Nh I XSry} is P.::71-symmetric. Namely, it satisfies (el), (ho), (up), and (down) 
with respect to 
(Hw,, E,il>,P1J, 〈PSI~< 1)〉)．
Proof. Since it is a lengthy diagram-chase, here we just observe that for any X E Nh, S(X) is an initial 
segment of X n a.To this end, let X Srt and (E X n T/・We want to show XS(. We specifically pick up the 




and so XS(. 
If p :S(, then 
NSq(~ N'Sq( 
I I 
ws只~X = c/JNN'(W)S+( 
and so so XS(. 
ロ
Lemma. (MAIN) If p E Pa, SP(N) = N n a, and N-< P:,;a, then pis (Pa, N)-generic. 
Proof. Let us write w2 = 1, for short. Let D C: P.。bepredense in Pa. We want to show that D n N is 
predense below p. Let q <:'.pin Pa and d E D such that q <:'.d. It suffices to find q'E Pan N, d'E D n N, 
and h+ E Pa such that h+ <:'. q, q'and q'<:'. d'. We argue by induction on a. 
Case 1. a= 0:Notice that q = (Nq, 0, 0) E P0. We have 
図=(H", E, ・・・,Po,・・・) F "There exists (q', d') s.t. q'in Po, d'ED, q'<: d'in Po, Nq n N c:N五
Now 
Dぷqn NE N-< P:,;o-
Hence there exists (q', d') E N as such. Let 
h+ = (Nq uNq'u炉，0,0), 
whereN+ = {¢NN'(M) N'E Nq,N'=w, N, ME Nq'}. Then h+ E Po, Nh+ =NquN+, and h十<:'.q,q'. 
Case 2. a= a+ 1:We assume that a E dom(Aq), since case a f.dom(Aりissimilar and simpler. Let 
Ga be Pa-generic over V with q「aE Ga. We argue in V[Gal• Since sq「a(N)= Nna and N-< P:,;a, we 
have N[Ga] n H::: = N切 m血叩皿
Subcase. が (a)c N: Thenが (a)E N. In (H氏V[Ga] 
such that 
, E,・・・,Ga,Pa,Pa+l,) • • • , there exists (q', d') 
q'in Pa+1,q'「ain Ga, d'ED, q'<: d'in Pa+1,Nq n N c:Nq', a E dom(Aq'), Aq'(a)=が (a)".
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Since 
a, D,Nq n N, Aq(a) E N[Ga] -< (H~[Gal, E, ・・・,Ga, P,。,Pa+l, ・），
there exists (q', d') EN assuch. Let h E Ga such that h'.': q「a,q'「a.Let 
h + = (Nh, sh u sq u sq'u s+, Ah u A q u A q'),
wheres+= {(c/JNN'(W),a) N'ENq(a),N'=w, N, w E Nq'(a)}. 
Then h+ E Pa+i, h+「a= h, and h+ :s; q, q'. Notice that the strong-sup of (a+ 1) n N satisfies 
(a+l)N = a+l, asa EN. Hence if we set p = a E Nn(a+l), then the interval of stages [P, (a+l)N)nN = 
[a,a + 1) = {a} holds in lemma (technical). 
Subcase. が (a)r/_ N: Let uq = {~1 く 6 <・・・<叫＝が(a)¥N. Let us define B such that u EB, if 
there exists (q', d') such that 
• q'E Pa+l, q'「aE Ga, d'ED, and q'S d'. 
• NqnNこNq'_
• Aq (a) end-extendsが (a)nN.
• u = Aq'(a) ¥ (Aq(a) n N). 
Then <I>(a) is a P0-name such that <I>(a)a。:[w1]2 -----+ 2 is 0-arnalgable, <I>(a)aa, B E N[Ga] and 
Clq EB¥ N[G』.If k 2".2, then Clq is separated by an E-chain starting with N and followed by elements 
of {MIME Nq,MSq[Mna],M--<和}.Hence Clq is separated by an E-chain starting with N[Ga] and 
followed by elements of {M[G』IME Nq,MSq[M n a],M--< P:,;a}-Hence there exists u'= {(1 < (2 < 
・ ・ <(k} EB n N such that <I>(a)aa [u': u孔={0}. Since u'EB n N, there exists (q', d') EN assuch. Let 
h E Ga such that h Sq「a,q'「a.Let 
炉=(Nh, sh u sq u sq'u s+, Ah u A q u A q'),
wheres+= {(<PNN'(W),a) N'E: Nq(a),N'=w, N, w E Nq'(a)}. 
Then h+ E Pa+i, 
Ah+= Ah U {(a,i) Ii Eが (a)U Aq'(a)}, 
h+「a=h, and h+ S q',q. 
Case 3. cf(a) = w: Let p E N n a be such that dorn(AりC p. Then q「pE Pp, Sq「P(N)= N n p, 
and N -< Psp・Let Gp be Pp-generic over V with q「pE Gp. We argue in V[G』.By induction, we have 
V[G凡N[Gp]n虎=N. Since (H,. , E,・・・,Gp,Pp,Pa,・・・) knows 
吃 (q',d')s.t. q'in Pa,q'「pinGp,d'E D,q'<'.'. d'ぷqnNこNq',dom(Aq') C p", 
and 
p,Dぶ'qnNEN[Gp]--<(H~[Gpl,E,···,Gp,Pp,Pa,···), 
there exists (q', d') EN邸 such.Leth E Gp with h <'.q'「p,q「p.Let 
い=(Nh,sh u sq u sq'u s+,Ah u Aq u Aq'), 
wheres+= {(</>NN1(W),17) Ip::; 1J < a,N'EN罰），N'=w1N,WENq'(17)}. 
Then h+ E Pa, Ah+ = Ah, h+「p= h, and h+ :; q, q'. Note that the strong-sup of N n a satisfies 
°'N = a. 
Case 4. cf(a) =山1:Then the strong-sup of N n a satisfies etN = sup(N n a) and etNく a. Let 
p E N n c, be such that 
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(1) If Y <w, N, YE Nq, then N n Y n a< p.(Reduces the number of subcases in case 2. Not essential in 
this paper.) 
(2) dorn(Aりn°'NCp. 
Thenq「pE Pp, sqrP(N) = Nnp, and N-< P<;p・Let Gp be Pp-generic over V with q「pE Gp. We argue 
in V[Gp]-By induction, we have N[G月n虎=N. Since 
(H,;'[Gp], E, ・ ・ ,Gp,Pp, Pa,・・・)巨“ヨ(q',d')s.t. q'in Pa,q'「pinGp,d'E D,q'<:: d'ぷqnNこNq',"
p,Dぷqn NE N[Gp] -< (H竺[Gp],E, ・・・,Gp, Pp, Pa, ・），
there exists (q', d') EN as such. Let h E Gp with h <:q「p,q'「p.Let 
炉=(Nh, sh u sq u sq'u s+, Ah u A q u A q'), 
wheres+= {(c/>NN'(W),'T/) Ipさ'T/<°'N, N'E Nq('T/), N'=w, N, WE Nq'(ry) }. Then h+ E Pa, h+ r p = h,
and h十:;q',q. 
We provide some details on (g) to check h+ E Pa. Let e E dom(Ah+), XS炉e,and IAい (~)\XI 2'. 2. 
We want to show that Ah+ (e) ¥ X gets separated by皿 E-chainthat starts with X and followed by elements 
of Mh+(e) ={MI MSh+[Mne],M豆ピd-
Case 1. e < p:Then e E dom(AりandXShe. Hence an E-chain that starts with X and followed by 
elements of Mh(e) separates Ah(e) = Ah+ (e). But Mh(e) = Mh+ (e). 
Case 2. p'.';'. e <叩： Then e E dom(Aq') and Ah+ (e) = A恨）• Either XS咋orX s+ e holds. 
Subcase. XSq e,Then an E-chain that starts with X and followed by elements of Mq (0 separates 
Aq'(e). But Ah+ (e) = Aq'(e) and Mh+ (e)こ2Mq'(e).
Subcase. xs+e: Let N'=w, N, WS咋， andc/>NN'(W) = X. Then an E-chain that starts with W 皿 d
followed by elements of M恨） separates Aq'(e). Map this E-chain by c/>NN'• Then we have an E-chain 
that starts with X 皿 dfollowed by elements of Mh+ (e). 
Case 3. °'N'.';'. e < a:Then e E dom(Aり皿d皿 E-chainthat starts with X and followed by elements 
of Mq(e) separates Aq(e). But Ah+ (e) = Aq(e) and Mh+ (e)二!Mq(e).
□ 
To show that for any 0-amalgable f, there exists an uncountable 0-hornogeneous set in the final model 
V[Gw2l, we prepare the following. 
Lemma. Let p E P,山2andjbeaP,屯―namesuch that p I← Pw2寸： [w1ドー 2is 0-arnalgable". Then 
there exists (a,q) such that p,q E P°'+1, q :s;pin P°'+1, <f>(a) is a P°'-name, and q卜Pw2"(ふ）(Gw2nPa+1) 
is an uncountable 0-hornogeneous set w.r.t. f = <f>(a¥cw2nPa) : [w1ドー 2that is 0-arnalgable", where 
1卜Pa+l"心 =U{が (a)I r E Gc,+1}". 
Proof. Since Hw2 is book-kept by <f> : w2 ----> I!<山2,we have a< w2 such that p E P°', <f>(a) is a P°'-narne, 
and p卜Pw2"j = <f>(a)叫 nPai". Since p I卜Pw2"j : [w1]2→ 2 is0-arnalgable", by going down-ward, we 
havep卜p。"<f>(a):[叫2----> 2 is0-amalgable". Let p, A°'E M -<知+1・Let
q = (いu{M},SP u {(M,71) 171 E Mn (a+ 1)},AP u {(a,M n叫｝）．
Then q E P°'+l and q :s;pin P°'+l・We observe this q works. Since MSq[M n (a+ 1)] and M-< P年 1,
we know that q is(Pc,+l, M)-generic. Hence q I卜Pa+i"M[Gc,+1] n W1 = Mn W1 Eふ EM[G°'+1]". Hence 
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q卜Pa+l"ふ isan uncountable 0-homogeneous set w.r.t. <I>(a)". By going up-ward, q卜pw2 "(A) a (Gw2nPa+1) 
, 
1s an uncountable 0-homogeneous set w.r.t. f . 
L」
For an (w, 1)-rnorass that exists in ZFC, see [V]. For a weakly nice (w, 1)-rnorass that can be forced to 
exist, see [M]. We report the following. 
Theorem. If a weakly nice (w, 1)-rnorass exists, then the partition relation w1 →ー (w1, (w1; finw1))2 
fails. 
Inspecting a proof of a theorem of Hajnal, say, a proof on page 141 in [HL], we also report the following. 
Theorem. (CH) The partition relation w1→ (w1, (w1; fin叫）2 fails. 
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